[Life with hiatal hernias and reflux disease. An historical synthesis and an update].
By long experience with the problems on hiatal hernias and reflux the author summarizes and analyzes errors and progress in development, interpretation, diagnostic methods and treatment. After the pioneer work done by Akerlund 1926 the hiatal hernia was a sometimes dangerous surgical target. It remained for a long time a gastroenterological prima donna, responsible of all sorts of symptoms. Thoracal or abdominal approach and repair were high risk procedures with logically bad results. After a long way of mistakes and researches hiatal hernias remain a concomitant factor of reflux disease and an important cause of mechanical complications and anemia by para-oesophageal and mixed forms. The studies about pathogenesis and consequences of the reflux are extensive and important in the second half of our century. The treatment of reflux disease was for a long time preponderantly surgical, since 1970 increasingly pharmacological. By critical review of many methods and technics the author describes the birth of fundoplication 1955, the standard procedure with the anterior wall, and analyzes the actual indications despite the long list of efficient drugs. The mixed or para-oesophageal forms of hiatal hernia remain always a surgical problem. The method of choice is here a double gastropexy with fundoplication after regulated partial closure of the big hiatus communis by abdominal approach. The choice of the surgical procedure and the quality of results depend of the school and competence of the surgeon. The rarity of the indication to surgery (nowadays between conventional and, perhaps, mini invasive possibilities) is a problem for the training-program of the young surgeons of the new generation.